Abstract

Security and quality of service are two major problems in wireless communications. This work concentrated on improving the security levels for Enhanced Bio-cryptic Security- Aware Packet Scheduling-Algorithm (EBSPS) and also the fast communication between Wireless Node (WN) and Advanced Radius authentication server (ARAS). This paper introduces a novel Enhanced Merged Bio-cryptic Security- Aware Packet Scheduling-Algorithm (EMBSPS). Simulations were conducted using the Matlab and EMBSPS is compared with the results of present EBSPS and BSPS. To accomplish better Quality-of-Service (QoS) in WLAN, it is substituted with the existing EBSPS with novel EMBSPS. This EMBSPS Algorithm assures the finest concert in improving the security levels and speeds up the authentication process. Lastly, simulation result proves that proposed model is performing finer than the present algorithm in terms of the quality of service.
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